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RESEARCH ARTICLE

The visual communication of Brexit in Northern
Ireland: decoding public imagery on identity, politics
and Europe

Megan A. Armstrong a, Clare A. G. Rice b and Ben Warwickc

ABSTRACT
The specific historical and political context of Northern Ireland has contributed to the development of an
expansive visual landscape conveying symbolic meanings and messaging through words, pictures and
colours. Murals, posters and graffiti are common ways in which this is seen, drawing a link between the
past and the present, with real-time political developments not only inspiring new additions to this
landscape but also shaping how existing images are understood in a contemporary context. Brexit, in
interacting so intimately with matters of identity, economics, politics and the ‘constitutional question’ in
Northern Ireland, has been one such development. This paper presents key findings from a study in
which Brexit’s impact on the visual landscape in Northern Ireland was traced between March 2019 and
June 2020. Through close analysis of images gathered from across Northern Ireland, alongside
consideration of political developments during this time and desk-based research, we examine not only
the emergence of Brexit in such imagery, but also what this unveils about the interaction between Brexit
and localized perspectives on its impact with regard to politics across the spectrum, and across different
parts of Northern Ireland.

KEYWORDS
Northern Ireland; Brexit; identity; murals; graffiti; European Union

HISTORY Received 15 March 2021; in revised form 19 May 2022

1. INTRODUCTION

On 23 June 2016, a referendum was held on the UK’s continued membership of the European
Union (EU). This was a fiercely contested vote, with campaigns mounted to gather support for
both potential outcomes. A decision was returned to leave, by a result of 52% to 48%, from a
turnout of 72.2%. Northern Ireland was one of the areas of the UK that did not vote for this out-
come, with 56% voting to remain and 44% to leave (BBC, 2016).

In this paper, we explore the changing ways in which identity, local politics and Brexit have
interacted to reflect altering dynamics throughout the Brexit process, and how these have influ-
enced Northern Ireland’s visual landscape through murals, political imagery and other forms.
This work was undertaken as part of a wider interdisciplinary study on Brexit and identity in
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Northern Ireland over an 18-month period examining legal, political and social dynamics of
Brexit’s outworking in the wake of the referendum result.1

In tracing this development, we compiled a database of photographs between March 2019
and June 2020 gathered as part of a visual ethnography (Pink, 2013).2 This included images
of murals, graffiti, billboards, signs and other means through which the complex dynamics of
Brexit were presented from different perspectives, and in different locations across Northern Ire-
land. We engaged in an interpretative, reflexive analysis of these images (Alejandro, 2021; Blei-
ker, 2017). A selection of these images is presented and analysed herein, with a view to advancing
current understanding of how the elements of this complex scenario interacted with each other
during the research period, which fell before the exit arrangements between the UK and the EU
had been agreed.

First, we provide some context to our study with an overview of key aspects of the Brexit
debate within Northern Ireland during the period of research. We then consider existing litera-
ture on visual imagery in Northern Ireland and how this can be seen to relate to Brexit-specific
imagery. From this basis, loyalist and republican imagery and the presence (or lack thereof) of
visual imagery for ‘other’ groups is analysed. We then examine the interplay between Brexit
and localised economic matters. We conclude by offering some explanations as to how and
why Brexit politics and Northern Ireland’s politics have interacted in the ways observed.

2. NORTHERN IRELAND AND BREXIT IN CONTEXT

From the outset, the dynamics of the Brexit referendum in Northern Ireland were distinct to
those at play elsewhere. Northern Ireland, in sharing a land border with the Republic of Ireland,
would become the site of the UK–EU interface. This approach to Brexit entailed that a border of
some description was inevitable on the island of Ireland, which for historical, political and inher-
ently practical reasons was a profoundly unattractive alternative to EU membership for some in
Northern Ireland. At the same time, the compelling ideas of UK unity and sovereignty which had
underpinned the sizeable number of votes in Northern Ireland in favour of leaving the EU prior-
itized the East–West relationship and the protection of ties with Great Britain (GB). From this
perspective, the concept of a border in any form between Northern Ireland and GB was also not
desirable. It was also not an attractive proposition for the UK to maintain a level of alignment
with the EU such that any border solution would be akin to the seamless operation of the Single
Market as enjoyed by member states. As such, it was unavoidable that a border in some form
would have to be established, and at the time this research commenced, the form that this
would take was still unknown. The uncertainty of this situation, which spoke and continues to
speak directly to the fundamental basis of historical distinction between the unionist and nation-
alist communities in Northern Ireland, meant that what Brexit represented gave rise to symbolic
disturbances from the beginning.

Given Northern Ireland’s history, these were more than merely flash-pan concerns that were
likely to fade over time. They were legitimate sentiments and fears, and manifestations of the
specific history and politics of the region, both of which are distinct if inextricably intertwined
with those found elsewhere in the UK. Further, the divisive impact of the referendum campaigns
and the eventual result added to growing concerns that Brexit could undermine the relative peace
that Northern Ireland had come to know since the signing of the Belfast/Good Friday Agree-
ment 1998 (GFA). In the most fundamental of ways, Brexit posed a threat to the basis of
peace in Northern Ireland by re-energizing debate on the region’s constitutional future (i.e.,
Irish reunification or continuance as part of the UK) in a way that was rendered unnecessary
when both places were within the EU (Cochrane, 2021, pp. 291–292). The options Brexit
entailed meant that there would unavoidably be practical differences seen to some degree in
everyday life, something which has since been reinforced with the detail of the UK’s exit and
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future relationship with the EU having been established through the Withdrawal Agreement, its
Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland, and the EU–UK Trade and Cooperation Agreement
(TCA).

That it appeared from early in the process that some of these changes could be
either exacerbated or mitigated depending on an individual’s Irish or British citizenship further
intensified the need for reflection and conversation on the interaction between political aspira-
tions for Northern Ireland and Brexit-related ambitions. A key example of this was seen in
relation to accessing rights as an EU citizen post-Brexit, which from an early stage indicated
that holding an Irish passport would be advantageous (de Mars et al., 2020, pp. 7–14). In the
Northern Irish context, where holding one of either or both passports can be as much a statement
about one’s identity as it is a practical device, there is often a symbolic weight attached to the
outward expression of identity as being Irish or British in this way. Inherently, considerations
of this kind prompted by Brexit pushed questions not only of constitutional preferences back
into the foreground, but also much more intensely personal questions around identity into the
public discourse in a way that had not been necessitated in the years since the signing of the
GFA.

Brexit was never simply a question of leaving or remaining within the EU – it exposed cracks
in Northern Ireland’s foundations which had hitherto been tacitly plastered over and built atop
of. The referendum itself demonstrated this, with nationalist political parties campaigning to
remain in the EU and most unionist parties encouraging support to leave (Murphy, 2016; Mur-
phy, 2018). Sinn Féin and the Democratic Unionist Party (DUP), respectively at the extremes of
Northern Ireland’s political spectrum, were central to these movements (Cochrane, 2020, pp. 16–
46). But in the same way that the options in response to the referendum question presented a
binary choice, so, too, did the referendum have a binary impact in Northern Ireland, which ulti-
mately fell broadly along the historical lines of unionism and ationalism.

Against this backdrop, much of the campaign material relating to the referendum in
Northern Ireland also entailed messaging derived from the local political landscape, with
the pro- and anti-Brexit positions consolidated largely within unionist and nationalist commu-
nities, respectively. These positions were communicated through usual means such as leaflets
posted to homes, but also through imagery in public spaces, such as billboards, posters and
murals. Communication through visual means in public spaces, such as conveying political
messages, demarcating geographical areas as belonging to one community and depicting his-
torical figures or events, for example, far predate the Brexit referendum (e.g., Hill & White,
2012). The binary choice that the referendum demanded, when mapped onto this context,
gave rise to a uniquely nuanced way in which Brexit was depicted, explained and presented
in the Northern Irish context. It showed that Brexit politics and local politics were interacting,
and demonstrated how this interaction was perceived differently through the lens of specific
communities. This is placed in especially stark contrast with elsewhere in the UK. The
decisions of ‘leave’ and ‘remain’ were mapped onto a political model of left–right alignments;
debates and discourse centred on issues such as immigration, fiscal advantages, parliamentary
sovereignty, and distinction from EU law and its structures. The prevalent ‘constitutional
question’ for the UK was one of a future within or external to the EU; for Northern Ireland,
it was ostensibly one of a future with closer alignment to Ireland or GB. Arguably, Scotland
presented somewhat of an exception to this, with its own constitutional debate shaping the
Brexit narrative there (McEwen, 2018). Again, this highlights the variegated approach
adopted across the UK with regard to the Brexit referendum and through the ensuing
processes, and demonstrates Northern Ireland’s unique position within that.

The visual communication of Brexit in Northern Ireland: decoding public imagery on identity, politics and Europe 3
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3. VISUALIZING BREXIT

Visuality, visual politics, and visual methods have gained increasing traction within the inter-
national relations and politics disciplines, particularly as a means of understanding the ways in
which what is seen and how it is seen shape understandings of the state, the political, and inter-
national relations more broadly (Bleiker, 2001, 2017; Campbell, 2003, 2007; Moore & Shep-
herd, 2010; Williams, 2003). The visual (or aesthetic) turn has had profound impacts on these
disciplines and their subdisciplines, bringing attention to how images can be used to communi-
cate, to galvanize and to produce the field of intelligible practice (Hansen, 2011;Williams, 2003).
Bringing the visual in challenges the idea that the political exists ‘in an a priori way’ (Bleiker,
2001, p. 510) where images reproduce an already existing politics – rather, engagement with
visual politics suggests an understanding of the visual as performing the political (Bleiker,
2014). The visual turn allows research to reflect more expansively about the political, forcing
attention to nuance, contextuality and the importance of affect (Bleiker, 2017).

Research on the visual representations of identity pertaining to conflict in Northern Ireland is
not in and of itself novel, particularly in relation to political murals (e.g., Davies, 2001; Hill &
White, 2012; Lisle, 2006; Rolston, 1987, 2003; Vannais, 2001). Murals depict the political cli-
mate of the time they were created, make connections across space and time, and/or enhance the
visibility of certain groups. Importantly, public art communicates its environment, and its chan-
ging nature can materialize tensions and transitions in a given historical moment. Murals them-
selves may also be temporary installations, eventually destroyed when their purposes have been
served (Rolston, 2004, p. 44). Ní Éigeartaigh (2011, p. 46) describes the purpose of murals in
particular as being comparable with that of graffiti – in altering the environment into which
they are added, this imagery serves to materially mark the political terrain. Political murals are
only one way in which visual narratives of Northern Irish politics are captured; kerbstones,
houses, and other everyday features are also places commonly transformed into sites of political
communication and storytelling (Brown & MacGinty, 2003, p. 95). We consider these forms of
public art on equal footing, in line with Lisle’s (2006, p. 32) arguments that contestations of ‘real’/
legitimate versus illegitimate art forms is depoliticizing, and that the value of art is not purely its
aesthetic value but its political power.

Our consideration of the visual politics of Brexit began with thinking about the relationship
between identity politics and the state. This was in part because of the nature of political divisions
in Northern Ireland, and in part because Brexit is inextricably tied to understandings of UK sta-
tehood. We were therefore curious to see if Brexit impacted upon the visual language used to
reproduce or challenge Northern Ireland’s relationship to the UK, the EU and to Ireland, and
what form those impacts took – whether temporary (such as flyers or stickers) or more perma-
nent. We also sought out examples of political communication that did not neatly fit into the
‘two communities’ frame and spoke to other kinds of politics that may not be directly aligned
with this dominant, neatly binary understanding of Northern Irish politics. This work was
undertaken as part of the aforementioned wider project in which matters of governance and iden-
tity in Northern Ireland in the context of Brexit were examined. As part of this research, we com-
pleted a series of interviews and focus groups in tandem with the development of our visual
repository, and our thinking around these visual artefacts is indebted to this wider body of work.

In undertaking this research, we took seriously Bleiker’s (2014) reflections on the method-
ologies of visual politics, specifically the deployment of a plurality of methods. We approached
our study of the visual politics of Brexit from a position of methodological plurality. Our analysis
is fundamentally interpretive, but it is an interpretative analysis deeply committed to reflexivity
(Alejandro, 2021; see also Bleiker, 2017, p. 258). This involved a foregrounded understanding of
how our identities, as researchers and as a team comprising individuals who may be read either as
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insiders or outsiders, would shape not only our understandings of the symbols analysed here in
how they are seen and read, but the knowledges reflected and produced by them (Pink, 2013, p.
24). Data-gathering was undertaken through Pink’s (2013) understanding of visual ethnography
and Pink et al.’s (2010, p. 4) walking-as-method, which foregrounds the visual ‘as always con-
textualised through the multisensoriality and mobility that characterise everyday experience’. Fol-
lowing Pink et al.’s argument that walking is both ‘embodied, and emplaced’ (p. 4), we
approached each artefact as it was intended to be approached – with movement, considering pub-
lic art as something to be seen in the context of mobility through spaces. Interpreting these
images began in these moments of approach and continued as we walked away, considering
their location, their accessibility and the narratives they invoked.

We sought imagery related to the EU, Brexit and perspectives on both between March 2019
and June 2020. We were interested in how these views mapped against community-based argu-
ments for and against EU membership and in relation to the constitutional future of the region.
Where these representations predated the Brexit referendum, as much of the imagery in the form
of murals across Northern Ireland does, we considered how current political dynamics may influ-
ence how these images were read. In many cases, the potential for contemporary (re)interpreta-
tions of these images reflects a certain timelessness to the specific politics of Northern Ireland,
while simultaneously demonstrating the potential for new perspectives to emerge – in other
words, these artefacts move back and forth through time, bringing the past into the present pol-
itical context, and reading the present through narratives of the past. Equally, the focus on visual
artefacts allowed us to consider how perspectives not tied to community politics may assert them-
selves in ways that might otherwise have been missed, such as advertisements and billboards.

Analysis of the visual artefacts selected followed the same commitments as the data collection
itself. We undertook an interpretive analysis, whereby the intention is not to uncover a singular or
objective true meaning behind each artefact, but to approach ‘a sense of meaning and coherence
to works through meaningful engagement with both text and context’ (Moore & Shepherd,
2010, p. 303). While indebted in some ways to content analysis, this interpretative analysis is
not focused primarily on the patterns of representation as such (Bleiker, 2014), but rather is con-
cerned with its affective qualities and its co-constitution of political dynamics.3 This meant cri-
tically assessing what we, as researchers, considered to be valuable sites of knowledge production,
tracking research notes from the fieldwork that captured initial impressions and affective experi-
ences, and exploring in conversation the layers of meaning that could be uncovered in each arte-
fact. These engagements involved reading and re-reading the artefacts in and out of context, a
process which remains ongoing.

The images we present herein concern direct engagement with Brexit, firstly in the form of
murals and billboards aligned with unionism/loyalism and nationalism/republicanism respectively,
and a mural not specifically aligned with either community.We have selected these images in par-
ticular from our dataset in order to highlight the ways in which Brexit is brought into and nego-
tiated through the specific politics of Northern Ireland. The final set of images suggests an
engagement with the temporality of Brexit and its politics, specifically its impact on the material
futures of life on and around the border with Ireland and preparations for that future. These images
were selected to reflect upon the ways in which the past in Northern Ireland is narrativized in the
contemporary moment, and to illustrate the quieter narratives of engagement with Brexit that are
less likely to garner attention. We present these images in what follows, along with a discussion of
their context, and how we understand them to both reflect and produce political meaning.

4. BREXIT POLITICS AND NORTHERN IRELAND

The framing of Northern Irish politics as a discussion of two communities has been described
and critiqued as a ’bipolar’ approach to community and identity (Graham & Nash, 2006, p.
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266). This leaves firmly to one side the range of ‘other’ and ‘othered’ communities such as
migrants, those for whom another identity characteristic takes precedence, and those who do
not (strongly or at all) identify with either nationalism or unionism (Agarin et al., 2018). None-
theless, the ‘two communities’ narrative does strongly assert itself over symbolism in Northern
Ireland, prevailing for reasons of community organizing, traditions of political expression across
different contexts (where flags and murals rank particularly highly in the expressions of the two
communities), and in terms of segregated housing (creating homogenized community spaces).

Visual assertions of political positions on Brexit abounded not only in the run-up to the 2016
referendum but also throughout the negotiations and transition period (Coutto, 2020). These
ranged from placards and stickers to the more notorious images deployed by, for example, the
UK Independence Party (UKIP) (Ross & Bhatia, 2021). Some of these images played on existing
divisions and racialized tensions over immigration and access to the National Health Service
(NHS), but in ways that were steeped in the specific contextualization of the Brexit referendum
and the EU.We were interested in the extent to which the specific political situation of Northern
Ireland would or would not be reflected in public art and imagery in the post-referendum period.
The political visual culture observed is examined here from three perspectives: unionism and loy-
alism; nationalism and republicanism; and economic. Each perspective unveils different ways in
which the Brexit debate was framed, and together, they present a picture of the complex inter-
connectedness that emerged between Brexit politics and visual representations of identity in the
region. When considered together, these perspectives show that Brexit became subsumed within
the existing parameters of politics and society in the case of Northern Ireland to a significant
extent, but additional considerations reveal the ways in which life removed from this dominant
narrative still continued.

4.1. Loyalism’s symbolic assertions over Brexit
Figure 1 is a photograph of a streetscape in a residential Loyalist area known as Tigers Bay,
located ten minutes from central Belfast and situated close to Belfast docks.

Multiple important features can be seen that depict loyalist perspectives, providing a visual
foundation for pro-Leave sentiment within this community. The foreground shows the painted
bollards and kerbstones in red, white and blue – the colours of the Union flag. Kerbstone painting

Figure 1. Streetscape at Tigers Bay, Belfast, September 2019.
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has been used here to demark territory and affiliation, and the use of colour on the kerbstones and
bollards in addition to the name painted on the wall clearly mark the area as loyalist territory. The
second feature is a smaller mural to the left which includes a crown, two Union flags, an ornate
bible, a red hand and a dagger. All these are traditional emblems within loyalism and of alle-
giances to the queen, political unionism as well as unionist ideals, and religion. Two bible verses
are cited in the top left and right of this mural, one of which references the prophecy of Jesus’
birth4 and another which relates to the longevity of God’s promises to his protected people.5

The third feature is the most visually dominant: the commonly used name of the area with a
clear assertion of its politics attached: ‘Loyalist Tigers Bay’.

A secondary, but still dominant, theme is remembrance of the World Wars and, perhaps
specifically, given the reference to the Armistice, remembrance of the First WorldWar. Remem-
brance symbols as featured here bridge the past to present in particular ways, beginning with the
poppy. The poppy is a particularly important part of this image, not least because of its visual
prominence – for all its controversy across the UK, the poppy is especially divisive in Northern
Ireland as it is often seen as ‘an emblem of Britishness’ (Fox, 2014, p. 28; see also Brown &Mac-
Ginty, 2003; Mac Ginty & Darby, 2001) deployed by unionists. It draws out certain narratives of
militarized national loyalty . McVeigh and Rolston (2009, p. 22) argue that the poppy ‘conflates
… the terrible waste of lives in the first world war and a reassertion of the moral rightness of the
war against Nazism [as it] uncritically celebrates contemporary British militarism’. The theme of
militarism remains present here, in the poppy as a traditional (and contested) symbol of remem-
brance, the silhouettes of soldiers with bowed heads, colours in the mural evocative of bloodshed,
and the words ‘lest we forget’ all further reinforce this militarized remembrance theme. There is a
further reference to the bible, the text of which reads ‘Greater love has no one than this: to lay
down one’s life for one’s friends.’6

The fourth element of this visual compilation draws on Brexit. There is a clear relationship to
the previous elements both in terms of its proximity and the repetition of their symbolism. The
major feature is the text ‘Vote Leave E.U.’. This is joined by a further depiction of a Union flag in
the shape of a shield, and a further reference to the Bible:

Then I heard another voice from heaven say:

‘Come out of her, my people,

so that you will not share in her sins,

so that you will not receive any of her plagues… .’

It seems likely that this Biblical reference is intended to encode anti-EU sentiment through
implying that the UK would be better outside the EU, not involved in its activities and therefore
not subject to any potential harms that could be done or suffered as a consequence of being a
member state through the rather visceral reference to punitive plagues. Taken together, the var-
ious features of the tableau here link inextricably a sense of identity that is both in opposition to
the EU, and fundamentally tied to a sense of militarism. This militarism was echoed in other
examples of loyalist imagery we encountered.

Other visual aspects observed during the fieldwork period included the graffitied words ‘No
Surrender to the E.U.’ beneath a peace mural in an interface area of west Belfast (Figure 2). The
‘no surrender’motif is long established in the history of unionist politics (McAuley, 2004; Todd,
1987) and also featured during a pro-Brexit speech by Ian Paisley MP outside the Houses of Par-
liament (Irish News, 2018). It is reminiscent of battle and is a combative phrase, implying that a
unifying feature of the community is a sense of collective necessity to defend as a unit from an
enemy. The introduction of Brexit into this suggests a necessity for a similar approach to be
taken to Brexit, and that the threats of remaining within the EU are tantamount in some
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ways to threats posed to this community and its geopolitical spaces by members of collectives
sharing a contrasting view.

While Brexit itself did not present a violent interface in Northern Ireland, the visual depiction
of Brexit seemed to imply a synergy between these historic sentiments and this new constitutional
debate, and maintained an embedded militarism across artefacts and locations.

4.2. Republicanism’s symbolic assertions over Brexit
In the same manner that Brexit symbolism has been seen to interact with traditional loyalist/
unionist visuals, republican/nationalist causes have similarly mixed the two, albeit in different
ways. Placards situated at the border between Northern Ireland and Ireland and in border
towns placed a stronger emphasis upon border politics and constitutional implications in the
Brexit debate, resituating them within a broader and more traditional politics surrounding the
border on the island. This is perhaps unsurprising given the density of the nationalist population
in the border areas, and in light of every constituency along the border having voted in the
majority for ‘Remain’ in the 2016 referendum.

This latter form of nationalist politics shifts focus from the technically rendered Brexit issues
of hard and soft borders, which is more prevalent in Brexit imagery present in Belfast and other
areas away from this boundary, towards the legitimacy of a border per se and calls for a border poll
or ‘unity referendum’. This is demonstrated in Figure 3, which shows an example of such a pla-
card situated on a bridge crossing the River Foyle which divides Strabane (in Northern Ireland)
from Lifford (in the Republic of Ireland). Its message is relatively straightforward: ‘British occu-
pation has been a disaster’, ‘a united Ireland is the way forward’ and ‘unity referendum now’.

This message is reflected in Figure 4, a photograph taken in Newry which is situated at the
opposite end of the border region and is considered a halfway point geographically between the
cities of Belfast and Dublin. In the tone and word choices of the text, it is clear that this is not
intended to be a compromising or alliance-building message, but rather to speak to what is lar-
gely an already-onside political base in these areas, as reflected in the political representation of
border constituencies in the Northern Ireland Assembly and Westminster. Further, the tone is
less akin to sharing a message as it is to encouraging those of a similar persuasion to become active

Figure 2. Graffiti beneath a peace mural, Northumberland Street, Belfast, September 2019.
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in the pursuit of these aims, presenting a clear connection between the negative consequences of
Brexit and Irish reunification as a means of avoiding these.

There are multiple dynamics at play with both of these images. For example, the contentious
use of the word ‘occupation’ to refer to Northern Ireland’s status within the UK, a reference to the

Figure 3. A roadside placard at the Strabane/Lifford border crossing, September 2019.

Figure 4. One of several posters placed around the border town of Newry, June 2020.
Note: The text in Irish states, ‘It is time for unity.’
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‘people of Ireland’ reflecting the refusal within the republican community to use the term ‘North-
ern Ireland’, and even the colour palette which is in the colours of the Irish flag. The logo and
contact details of the Irish Republican Socialist Party (IRSP) in Figure 3 are included to indicate
it as the organizer of the placard campaign. This group has (alleged) past connections to violent
activity (Smith, 2002, p. 90). The IRSP also supports Brexit and the withdrawal of Ireland from
the EU on apparently socialist economic grounds (IRSP, 2018), and produced posters with the
slogan ‘Britain Out of Ireland, Ireland out of the EU’.

Other visual artefacts seen during the fieldwork period included a poster with the colours of
the UK, Irish and EU flags advertising an event on ‘Ireland, Brexit and the Left’, which was orga-
nized by Socialist Democracy; the event shares a title with a brief released by the organization
detailing their position (McAnulty, 2019). Posters from Sinn Féin with the text, ‘50 years on
… Brexit is an attack on our rights’ were also widely visible, with the ‘50 years on’ text recalling
the period since the beginning of the Troubles and the deployment of British forces to Northern
Ireland. This is consistent with Sinn Féin’s oppositional position to Brexit, holding that Brexit
would further divide Ireland (Bardon, 2015). Seen in this light, it is perhaps unsurprising that
Brexit does not consume these organizations’ larger political focus, and instead is instrumenta-
lized as an additional political tool in traditional disputes.

What this reinforces is, first, the reconfiguration of how fundamental issues are approached as
a result of Brexit, including the challenges of a hard border being implemented on the island of
Ireland. This was especially present in the border region, where the consequences of a hard bor-
der would have been most acutely felt in everyday life. Second, it highlights the way in which
Brexit became ensconced in party politics in Northern Ireland – in contrast to national-level
UK politics where there were clear internal party divisions (e.g. Kenny & Sheldon, 2020), Brexit
in Northern Ireland did not produce the same ructions.

Arguably, in a system where intra-group political competition exists in the way it does in
Northern Ireland, there is longer term political capital to be gained from being seen to lead in
reflecting concerns of the nationalist community at large on Brexit. Investing party funds in pro-
ducing posters and placards with anti-Brexit and pro-reunification messages, therefore, may not
be entirely about Brexit, but inevitably also part of a pragmatic longer term strategy to shore up,
in this case, Sinn Féin’s position, as the main party representing the nationalist community. This
is accomplished through articulating a route to achieving the nationalist aim of reunification. The
poster in Figure 4 illustrates one way in which the political problem of Brexit can be considered to
be co-opted by existing political positions and desires in this way.

4.3. ‘Others’ and their symbolic assertions over Brexit
While unionist and nationalist imagery projecting different interpretations of the Brexit debate
was certainly abundant, such a picture risks creating an assumption that Brexit was a clear-cut
binary issue in Northern Ireland. While unionism and nationalism are still the
predominant means of political and social demarcation in Northern Ireland, an increasing pro-
portion of the population does not affiliate along these lines in political and social terms. Elec-
tions in 2019 at local government, European and Westminster levels saw a shift in voting
patterns, with the so-called ‘Alliance surge’ (referring to the increased share of votes being
achieved by the non-aligned Alliance Party in each of these elections) being interpreted by
some as reflecting a growth in middle-ground politics at the expense of seats hitherto held by
representatives from unionist and nationalist parties, and a movement away from sectarian poli-
tics (Hayward, 2020; Tonge & Evans, 2020).

The extent to which this arose in response to Brexit is debatable, and perhaps even negligible.
Other factors such as frustration at political inertia in the Northern Ireland Assembly between
2017 and 2020 (which was itself exacerbated by wider Brexit politics), decreasing distinction
between the more centrist unionist and nationalist parties – the Ulster Unionist Party (UUP)
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and the Social Democratic and Labour Party (SDLP) – and a sense of need for representation on
Brexit that did not align to either of the predominant communities, all offer some explanation for
this. It was notable in conducting our fieldwork that there was a distinct absence of Brexit-related
imagery that spoke directly to those who did not identify along the lines of political unionism and
nationalism. Brexit, in being visually cast in terms of constitutional interests, entailed that other
perspectives on the debate were obscured.

This does not mean to say that all Brexit-related visual narratives were cast in terms of union-
ist and nationalist politics in Northern Ireland.We also encountered imagery depicting aspects of
the relationship between Northern Ireland’s politicians and political activities at the national level
with regard to Brexit, as illustrated by Figure 5. In Northern Ireland, frustration over the con-
tinued political hiatus in the devolved institutions joined with ‘Brexit fatigue’ and, in turn,
added tension to the political relationship between Westminster and local political parties.
There is an additional mischievousness in this artwork in the caricaturing of Northern Ireland’s
politicians as ‘all the same’ in not merely being political opponents but also rivals in a conflict over
the national determination of a region emerging from violent conflict.

The image shows a cartoon of Boris Johnson (who was, by then, Prime Minister) in the
centre, holding two figures which have the faces of the DUP’s Arlene Foster and Sinn Féin’s
Michelle O’Neill. The figures resemble the cartoon pigs Pinky and Perky. The comparison,
while clearly unflattering, is intended to draw upon the interchangeability of the cartoon pigs
in terms of sound, appearance and name, to suggest an interchangeability of the two politicians
who would become First and Deputy First Minister. The two politicians being held in the
clutches of Prime Minister Boris Johnson suggests the stalemate between the two parties is
due to events at Westminster – in the image, they are being physically manipulated by an infan-
talized depiction of Johnson. A slight side-eye from the cartoon Foster, whose party were in a
Confidence and Supply arrangement with Johnson’s Conservative Party at the time, suggests a
closer, if wry, relationship between her and Johnson, than is the case for O’Neill. Johnson is
dressed as a school child, implying a childishness and inexperience as had been mooted by pol-
itical opponents (Tolhurst, 2019). The final aspect of note is an EU flag which appears to be in
liquid form and to have run down the Johnson’s trouser leg to find a resting place on the floor.
The meaning of this aspect is more ambiguous, possibly referring either to the insignificance of
the EU to Johnson, to convey a sense of extreme fear on his part, or a combination of the two.

In sum, a greater degree of Brexit-related imagery pertaining to national-level politics was
observed in the course of this research than Brexit messaging targeting the political middle-
ground. ‘Others’ remained almost wholly unrepresented within these visual stories. This is
not, however, to suggest that these politics were entirely erased, even through an apparently
all-consuming Brexit discourse.

5. BREXIT IMAGERY BEYOND DOMINANT DISCOURSES

Against the narrative-consuming backdrop of Brexit, the Northern Ireland Assembly ceased to
operate following the resignation of Deputy First Minister Martin McGuinness in January 2017.
Power-sharing collapsed in part over a scandal involving a renewable heat incentive (RHI)
scheme (Rice, 2020), though other divisions, including legislation regarding the Irish language,
were at play and had been growing for some time. The hiatus lasted three years from January
2017 to January 2020, and it was during this period that fieldwork for this project took place.
Disruption in Northern Ireland occurred on two fronts during this phase of our research: with
regard to increasing pressures on civil servants, who, while granted extra powers, were still
restricted in the decisions that could be made in the absence of Executive ministers; and
Brexit, which had served to further reify acrimony between the DUP and Sinn Féin in particular
(Murray & Rice, 2021).
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Alongside these challenges and Brexit, life in Northern Ireland continued – issues that had
been present before Brexit remained, the quirks of life for people living along the border contin-
ued and the challenges of dealing with the past remained just as present. In this sense, Brexit, in
the course of the research period, did not bring dramatic changes to the practicalities of everyday
life for people living in Northern Ireland; however, a combination of frustrations and anxieties at
the, then, unknown outcome of the UK–EU negotiations was evident (Hayward & Komarova,
2019). We encountered several examples of instances where Brexit had informed the visual land-
scape, but where these references were not political or historical in nature. Rather, they engaged
Brexit as a tool of opportunity in a commercial sense, in part likely fuelled by these latent uncer-
tainties. They reveal a different, more banal politics of Brexit, and one that figures the material
conditions of Brexit beyond the two-communities narrative.

Figures 6 and 7 show two examples of this interaction between Brexit and the lived, material
conditions of its impact. While the other kinds of artefacts presented here express passionate
views, largely but not limited to assertions of sectarian identities, these images speak a different
kind of perspective on Brexit. They capture a quiet kind of resilience, and the extent to which
people adapt – in essence, despite the uncertainties of the time, they show the adaptability of

Figure 5. A cartoon depiction of Boris Johnson MP, Arlene Foster MLA (left) and Michelle O’Neill MLA
(right), taken in west Belfast, September 2019.
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people to change, even when that change is as constitutionally significant as our analysis so far has
shown Brexit to be for Northern Ireland’s politics. Figure 6 shows a currency exchange shop in
Enniskillen that advertised itself as ‘The Brexit Beating Bureau’. This was taken before the UK
left the EU, and there was concern that Brexit would have a significant negative effect on the
strength of the British pound. The suggestion here is to ‘beat Brexit’ by exchanging currency
ahead of the withdrawal date and miss subsequent losses on unchanged currency. Figure 7
shows a mobile billboard advertising a personal storage business that also offers post office
boxes and virtual office addresses, for those who may need to have a UK address. Both artefacts
are also positioned near to the border with Ireland.

From these examples, we see the acknowledgement that Brexit will have an impact on the
local political economy, but one that is navigable using existing informal infrastructure that
emerged in response to cross-border factors predating Brexit. They are a nod to disruption
that is not consumed or particularly uniquely impacted by it. Both suggest a sense of mild
urgency, a thing to get done ahead of the Brexit deadline, but are rooted in the particular pol-
itical–economic relationship between Ireland and the UK. They are a kind of banal, but wholly
material, preparation for Brexit, whatever that might have been anticipated to look like at the
time. In the context of Brexit, and at a time where the uncertainties of what this meant in
practical terms were at their peak, these are examples of commercially savvy businesses
attempting to benefit from a situation which posed real potential challenges to everyday
cross-border life. They were businesses (or at least business models) that were already in oper-
ation, so their presence was not in itself a consequence of Brexit – but the way in which they
both communicated the purpose of their existence to the wider public is undeniably cast in
terms of Brexit.

This was an important finding as it showed that throughout the Brexit process and the
considerable disruption and upheaval that it entailed, there was a sense of inevitability that
life would continue regardless. Furthermore, it also demonstrated that for some there appeared
to be a tangential benefit from Brexit, if approached appropriately. Even in the early days of
negotiations between the UK and the EU on the terms of exit, the potential for Northern Ire-
land to be situated at an advantageous intersection, able to benefit from aspects of both EU
and UK trade arrangements was something to which these particular businesses were alert.
While the focus on bipartite identity divisions in relation to Brexit prevailed in some areas,
the border economy responded to the (impending) challenges in a way that was not necessary
elsewhere in Northern Ireland.

Figure 6. A shopfront banner for a currency exchange in Enniskillen, September 2019.
Note: Business details have been removed from this image.
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6. EXPLAINING THE IDIOSYNCRASIES

Having analysed some of our key findings from different perspectives, to conclude that the
specific nuances in visual representation of Brexit in the context of Northern Ireland are solely
the result of politics internal to Northern Ireland would be remiss. The complex constitutional
arrangement the region finds itself in as part of the UK while operating a peace accord to
which Ireland is a co-guarantor, in addition to managing competing aspirations for both greater
and lesser constitutional alignment to both polities, implicitly entails that political and social
development across both islands bear significance in Northern Ireland. In considering the con-
tent of the Withdrawal Agreement and the Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland which are now
in place, it becomes even more apparent that the fabric of national level politics in Ireland and the
UK will become yet more interwoven with the trajectory of political developments in Northern
Ireland in the years ahead. This is a key factor in understanding the reasons that visual represen-
tations of Brexit in Northern Ireland take the form they do, and how Brexit became at once sub-
sumed within traditional binary politics in contrast to elsewhere in the UK, while simultaneously
being understood and produced outside this binary. In many ways, this is reflective of other pol-
itical struggles in Northern Ireland: for instance, feminist cross-community organization and
activism (e.g. O’Keefe, 2021).

At the most basic level, Brexit had a very different resonance in every sense in Northern Ire-
land. Leaving the EU established that, at least to some degree, an external frontier of the EU
would run through the island of Ireland. The nationalist community feared that this in very
real and in symbolic ways would give rise to a friction reminiscent of the days when the border
was policed. Equally, the unionist community was fearful that a withdrawal arrangement treating
the island of Ireland as one entity for the purposes of trade would establish a de facto border in
the Irish Sea (e.g., Gormley-Heenan & Aughey, 2017). For both of these communities, Brexit
made the worst possible reality in the eyes of each a tangible reality, and there was nowhere in
Northern Ireland more aware of the potential outcomes than the border region (Hayward, 2017).

In addition, these potential realities did not present the same options for Northern Ireland as
for the rest of the UK. For nationalists in Northern Ireland, the alternative to Irish unity is con-
tinuation as part of the UK. For the unionist community, the alternative to a strengthened union
is its disintegration and Irish reunification. As such, it follows that for nationalists to achieve their
ambition , an increase in activism towards securing a border poll and a vote in favour of reuni-
fication would be necessary. Likewise, for unionists to reaffirm loyalty to the UK, active steps
towards expressing and encouraging support for this would be required. Brexit presented a
clear space for this hardening of mutually distinct constitutional aspirations, and this was evident
in the way Brexit was portrayed in the various forms highlighted herein.

Figure 7. A mobile billboard near to the Donegal border, September 2019.
Note: Business details have been removed from this image
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Yet at the same time, Brexit may not be solely to blame for a retrenchment of identities and com-
munities in Northern Ireland.While it was evidently divisive, the wider context in terms of devolved
politics also contributed to this. For instance, the 2017 Northern Ireland Assembly elections saw a
hardening of unionism and nationalism around the DUP and Sinn Féin. This was reinforced at
the 2017GeneralElection,which saw allDUPandSinnFéin candidates returnedwith the exception
of one (Unionist) independent representative. To an extent, Brexit provided an appropriate backdrop
for the existing divisions in Northern Ireland to be re-perpetuated along new lines; however, the
response to this localized hardening of positions for the two most diametrically opposed parties,
and increasing frustration at their inability to reach a consensus on returning to government, was
for attention tomove towards themiddle-groundduring the ‘Alliancewave’where theparty increased
their vote share and representationacross the 2019 local government,EuropeanParliament andGen-
eral Elections (Tonge, 2020). In this way, the absence of an explicitly articulated ‘middle-ground’ in
the visual imagery we encountered does not reflect what was happening within politics at the same
time. Instead, the artefacts we encountered that articulate and negotiate a ‘middle-ground’, or at
least a position that does notfit neatly into thedominantbinary political narrative, focusedonanover-
all frustration (as in Figure 5) or material needs around Brexit (as in Figures 6 and 7). This suggests
that there is more nuance than a binary narrative of Northern Irish politics allows.

In the rest of theUK, the alternatives available are very different. For Scotland, for example, the
alternative toUKmembership is independence and a potential application to rejoin theEU (McE-
wen, 2018), in contrast to Northern Ireland where the territory would become part of another jur-
isdiction – and further, one that remainswithin theEU.Effectively, the options for the constituent
parts of Great Britain are to be within or removed from the EU: there are no alternatives. In this
way, it becomes clear why the Brexit narrative and expressions of Brexit sentiments in GB did not
become imbued in pre-existing political cleavages in the sameway as they did inNorthern Ireland.
While it was, broadly speaking, an issue in and of itself inGB, inNorthern Ireland, it was a further
complication of an already relatively fragile and complex cross-community dynamic.

In addition, GB was removed from the everyday potential consequences of direct interaction
with an EU frontier. While the Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland identified an approach to
mitigate the consequences of this on the island of Ireland, the challenges that have emerged in
EU–UK talks on the implementation of the Protocol, compounded by the UK opting against
seeking an extension to the timeframe for achieving this beyond the end of 2020, indicated
that there was much uncertainty ahead (Murray & Rice, 2020, pp. 22–23).

It is understandable, therefore, that Brexit was so succinctly incorporated into existing political
discourse in Northern Ireland, and that the most prevalent of these concerns were projected into
visual imagery alongside traditional political representations. Brexit has proven a fractious political
moment, dividing politics across the UK along questions of identity and belonging, weaving into
the existing political communication of (in)security through the language of already present ten-
sions. AsMacGinty andDarby (2001, p. 153) argue, political symbols emerge in such ruptures as ‘a
source of comfort and offer a reference to a more stable past’. Brexit reflects a negotiation, and for
some a destabilization, of core considerations of a national self (Browning, 2019, p. 337), which
makes it particularly well-positioned for negotiations to occur through the language of another
struggle over national identity and belonging. At the same time, Brexit can be folded into existing
political divisions, tensions, and idiosyncrasies that define the particulars of life in Northern Ire-
land.We see this especially in the political economy of life on the border, where, while Brexit may
add a sense of urgency to everyday negotiations, it is not uniquely causal.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Exploring the impact of Brexit in Northern Ireland through the visual representation of different
perspectives on it has highlighted the complexity and extent of the challenges that the UK’s
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departure from the EU has given rise to. The imagery encountered in the course of conducting
this research showed that for the most part, messaging about Brexit through visual means was
depicted in tandem with broader messaging from party-political perspectives. There was also a
link between geographical location and the nature of the messages being projected, most evident
in examining the visual landscape of Brexit in border regions. With this focus, there was little
space for visual communications that were politically agnostic, and so the ‘others’ and centre-
ground citizens received comparatively little imagery targeting them specifically. However, per-
haps the most striking finding from this research has been that despite the common character-
ization of Northern Ireland as a two-community and bipartite place, the cross-cutting issues of
equal concern to all citizens did not become lost under the Brexit spotlight.

The way in which the visual landscape of Northern Ireland has amalgamated with Brexit poli-
tics has created newor evolvingways formatters relating to the constitutional question in particular
to be publicly addressed.Brexit’s polarizing impactwas compoundedby this binary choicemapping
ontowhat is generally characterized as a binary division inNorthern Ireland. The diversity that had
been permitted to prosper and develop since the signing of theGFAwas confrontedwith an either/
or decision, the ramifications of whichwere set to permeate politics and society indefinitely regard-
less of the outcome. The fears, uncertainties, opportunism and pessimism of the situationwere evi-
dent across the imageswe encountered in the course of this research.This is not surprising given the
interwoven nature of the challenges that Brexit demanded be confronted with the insecurities that
exist within both of the predominant communities when the tacit potential for either Irish reuni-
fication or continuance as part of theUKcomes into such sharp focus.Graffiti withmessages of ‘No
Irish Sea Border’, anti-GFA sentiments and threats towards staff working to enforce the Protocol
at ports in Belfast and Larne have informed calls to remove the arrangements in place (e.g.,
BBCNI, 2021; Rice, 2021). The use of visual means to communicate sentiments in public spaces
continues to evolve in response to the outworking of Brexit in Northern Ireland.

Undoubtedly, artistic and political use of images in relation to Brexit will continue to emerge,
but the crux of this messaging will inevitably take a different character now that the UK is no
longer part of the EU and the outworking of the Protocol is in motion. Rather than the fear
of the unknown which prevailed during the period of our data collection, it will be reaction to
the challenges of the present that will inform this landscape in the times ahead.
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